To clarify is also love!
Emmanuel (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)
QUESTION TO EMMANUEL - Should the “love of the neighbor” be taken to the point
of submission to abuse and brutalities of individuals who are less educated in the Gospel
lessons? Should the offended humbly tolerate it without the right to clarify regarding to the
mistaken attitude?
EMMANUEL’S ANSWER - The love of neighbor includes fraternal clarification whenever it
is useful and necessary. The passive subjection to others’ audacity or rudeness can dilate its
process and its aggressiveness.
At being subjected to abusive manifestations, the Gospel believer shall learn to dissolve
them with the utmost serenity and wisdom in order that they are exterminated at the source
of their origin, without possibilities of revitalization of those manifestations.
To clarify is also love.
All that is needed is to know how to explain well without adding the damaging expressions
of egocentrism, albeit with greater energy to prevent the prevalence of the error or the
deviation from goodness.
Regarding the process of clarification, it must manage without the use of physical strength
at any time and situation. However, it is fair to demonstrate the nuances of energy required
by the circumstances, which may vary and be based on the
invariable general good.
Source: Book O Consolador by Emmanuel through
the mediumship of
Chico Xavier, Q/A 344, 1940, published by FEB.
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EDITORIAL

Ready for the Era
of Consciousness?
“Whether the spirits of the new generation are new, more-evolved spirits, or they are old spirits who
have evolved, the result is the same. From the moment they display better dispositions, there is always
renewal,” stated Allan Kardec to define the New Era we are living in that shall blossom at higher levels
in the upcoming decades and centuries. Question, dear reader, “How ready are we to live in the Era of
Consciousness?”
We often want change, a better world, but when changes happens, we are afraid of the new and even
resist its transformative power. Not only that, but we may not be fully ready for change since it requires
a different attitude in life, one in which everyone will “desire nothing else but the good.” A great level
of self-knowledge and new conditioning are necessary to achieve it, especially our full acceptance and
feeling that we are not the body or its byproduct.
Are we ready to change our lifestyle to one that accommodates the desire of nothing else but the good?
Are we ready to transform our old habits to embrace a new one in which there is solely the desire of
the good and nothings else?
Are we preparing our children to display their best nature that focuses on nothing else but the desire
to the good?
Since “austere discipline precedes the spontaneity of love”1, we are invited to condition ourselves to
new values and behavioral patterns, a new attitude, in order to fit in the Era of Consciousness.
Thus, dear reader, the Spiritist Magazine dedicates this issue to topics that will boost our readiness for
such transformation. You will find such resources in each and every word, phrase, paragraph, and page.
From the current findings of the Science of near-death experiences, in which the renowned Dr. Raymond
Moody Jr. concludes, after 50 years of investigation, that “consciousness is not a mere byproduct of the
brain” to the incredible modeling detachment exemplified by the immortal Chico Xavier, when he donated
a great sum of money to a charitable organization.
Let us then prepare ourselves to a new conditioning by refining emotional life while learning to view
life in its true facets of two worlds!

[1] See article Facts about Jesus’ Childhood.

Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD
Editor-in-chief
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Chico Xavier
Source: Chico Xavier Com Voce by Carlos Baccelli, page 15, published by
Vinha de Luz Editora.
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REFLECTION

Facts about
Jesus’ Childhood
> Brother X (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

A

fter the famous introduction of Jesus
to the famous doctors in the temple
of Jerusalem, Maria received the visit

of Isabel and her son in her poor little house of

Fotolia.com/ Kmiragaya

Nazareth.
After the usual greetings, during the breakdown
of family affairs, the two cousins started to talk about
their children, whose birth was anticipated by singular
events and surrounded by strange circumstances. While
the patriarch Joseph attended to the last daily needs of
their humble workshop, the two mothers, entertaining
themselves in curious conversation, lovingly exchanged
the tenderest maternal confidences.
“What amazes me,” said Isabel with a loving smile
“is John’s temperament given to the deepest meditations
despite his young age. Frequently, I search him at home
in vain. Then, I find him almost always among the
sycamores or walking along the blazing roads, as if his
little forehead were dominated by serious thoughts.”
“These children, in my view,” replied Maria,
intensifying the soft glow of her eyes “bring to Humanity
the divine light of a new path. My son is also like that,
involving my heart in an atmosphere of incessant care.
Sometimes I find him alone by the waters, other times in
deep conversation with travelers heading to Samaria or

to remote villages adjacent to the lake. Almost always,
I hear his charitable words towards the washerwomen,
the passers-by, to suffering beggars... He speaks of His
communion with God with an eloquence that I never
found in the observations of our doctors of the Law and
I am constantly brooding about his destiny.”
“Despite all the values of belief,” murmured Isabel,
convinced about it “we, mothers, always have the spirit
shaken by unjustifiable fears.”
As if carried away by loving worries, Maria
continued:
“Yet a few days ago, we were in Jerusalem in
the customary celebrations. Jesus’ reasoning ability
elucidated the problems that were presented by the
teachers of the temple, which left us all fearful and
perplexed. His science cannot be of this world: it
comes from God that certainly manifests through His
pure lips. Noting His answers, Eleazar called Joseph in
particular, and warned that the boy seems to be born for
the destruction of many powerful individuals in Israel.”
As the cousin paid careful attention to her words,
Maria proceeded, eyes wet, after brief pause:
“Aware of that advise, I sought for Eleazar in order to
intercede for Jesus along his valuable relationships with
the temple’s authorities. I thought of His unprotected
infancy and I feared for his future. Eleazar promised to
become interested in his fate. However, when returning
to Nazareth, I experienced singular multiplication of my

fears. I spoke with Joseph in greater detail about the little
one, since I was worried about his adequate preparation
for life!... However, in the days that followed our
confabulations, Jesus approached me in the morning
and questioned, ‘Mother, what do you want from me?
Haven’t I been the testimony of my fellowship with the
Father in Heaven?!’ Highly surprised with the question, I
answered hesitantly, ‘I care for you, my son! I recognize
that you need better preparation for life...’ But, as if
he had full knowledge of what was in my heart, he
pondered, ‘Mother, all useful and generous preparation
in the world is precious, but I am already with God. My
Father, however, wants from us all the exemplification
that is good. Thus, I will choose the best school.’
“On the same day, in spite of the beautiful promises
that the doctors of the law made in his presence about
him, Jesus approached Joseph and, humbly, asked
him to be admitted in his works. Since then, as if he
wanted to teach us the best school for God is home and
self-effort,” concluded the mother with simplicity “he
perfects the wood in the shop, wields the hammer and
adze, filling the house with cheer with his sweet joy!”
Isabel listened attentively to Mary’s story. After other
small material considerations, both of them observed
that the first shadows of the night descended on the
landscape, graying the cloudless sky.
The wood shop was already closed and Joseph
sought the serenity of the domestic interior for repose.
The two mothers looked at each other somewhat
unsettled asking themselves where the two children
would have gone.
***
Nazareth, with its landscape that is some of the most
beautiful of all Galilee, is, perhaps, the most beautiful
nook of Palestine. Its humble and rocky streets, its tiny
homes, its singular shops are grouped in broad concavity
on top of the mountains, north of Esdraelon. Its horizons
are narrow and uninteresting, yet those who go up
further, where the more elevated small houses were, will
find, for the astonished eye, the most beautiful horizons.
The sky seems to stretch covering the wonderful area
in infinite dilation.
Mary and Isabel spotted their sons side by side at
an altitude that was bathed by the vespertine last rays.
From a distance, one had the impression that Jesus’ hair
fluttered in the soft high breezes. His small indicator
showed John the landscapes that were multiplied by the
distance, as a great general who explained the details
of his plans to a trustworthy soldier. Before his eyes
were the Sancia mountains, the summit of Megiddo,
the eminences of Gilboa, the slender figure of Tabor,
where, later on, would be remembered the “Moment
of Transfiguration”, the valley of the sacred river of
Christianity, the ridges of Rafed, the Gulf of Khalfa, the

elevated scenario of Pereu, in a superb set of hills and
valleys, besides the crystal clear waters.
Who could know what was the solitary conversation
that both had? Distanced in time, we would assume
that, on Earth, those were the first combination between
love and truth for the conquest of the world. We know,
however, that on the following morning, when the
precursor was leaving in the company of his loving
mother, Isabel asked Jesus with graceful interest, “Don’t
you want to come with us?” And the little carpenter
from Nazareth prophetically replied with profound
kindness, “John will leave first.”
After a few years, we will find the Baptist in his
glorious task paving the way to the truth, preceding
the divine work of love that the world would know in
Jesus Christ.
In fact, John left first, in order to perform the initial
operations for the grand achievement. Dressed with
skins of animals and feeding on wild honey, he clarified
with energy and allowed himself to be beheaded in
testimony to the Truth, preceding then the lesson of
mercy and goodness.
The Master of masters wanted to put the frank and
rough picture of his prophet on the threshold of his
glorious teachings. Therefore, we find in John the Baptist
one of the most beautiful of all immortal symbols of
Christianity. Salome represents the futility of the world;
Herod and his wife represent political conventionalism
and private interest. John was the truth, and, in its task
of refinement, truth tears and hurts, letting itself go to
extreme sacrifices.
Like the pain that precedes the powerful
manifestations of light within the hearts, it receives
the rough block of marble and works its roughness so
that the labor of love appears in its divine purity. John
the Baptist was the clamant voice of the desert. As a
worker of the first hour, he is the rough symbol of the
truth that plucks the strongest roots of the world, so that
the kingdom of God prevails in the hearts. Expressing
the austere discipline that precedes the spontaneity of
love, the struggle that breaks apart the shadows of the
pathway, John is the first sign of the active Christian
at war with his own imperfections in the inner world
in order to establish in himself the sanctuary of their
accomplishment with Christ. It was for that reason that
Jesus said of him, “Of the sons of women, John the
Baptist is the greatest of all.”
>Source: Book Boa Nova by Brother X through the mediumship of Chico
Xavier, chapter 2, Jesus and His Precursor, 1941, published by FEB.
>Note: Brother X is the pseudonym of the deceased Brazilian writer
Humberto de Campos, who started writing through the mediumship of Chico
Xavier. Read more in an article about him in this current issue of the magazine.
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LA REVUE SPIRITE

The Future
of Spiritism
> A Spirit-philosopher

T

his message was psychographed by the
medium Mrs. B. by a Spirit who signed ‘a
philosopher from the world’ in Lyon on

September 21, 1862.
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You ask me what will be the future of Spiritism
and which place will it take in the world. Not only
will it occupy a place, but it will fill the whole world.
Spiritism is in the air, in the space, in Nature. It is the
cornerstone of the social edifice. You can presage its
future by its past and its present. Spiritism is God’s
work. You, human beings, gave it such a name and
God gave you reason when the time came, because
Spiritism is the immutable law of the Creator. Ever since
human beings developed intelligence, God has inspired
Spiritism and, from time to time, has sent to Earth
evolved Spirits, who rehearsed in their bodily nature
the influence of Spiritism. If such individuals have not
triumphed it was because the human intelligence was
not yet quite perfected; but, by no means, they gave
up the implementation of the idea, leaving behind their
names and deeds, as indicating marks on a road, so that
the travelers could find their way. Look back and you
will see how many times God already used the Spiritist
influence to foster moral improvement.
What was Christianity eighteen centuries ago, if not
Spiritism? Only the name is different, but the thought is
the same. With free will, individuals misrepresented the
work of God. Nature was preponderant and error was
installed on that preponderance. After that, Spiritism
strove to germinate, but the soil was uncultivated and
the seed broke, injuring the forehead of the sowers that
God had charged to spreading it. Time went by and
intelligence grew, the field was then plowed, because
it is approaching the time when the soil must be sown

again.
Everyone
admits that Spiritism
spreads. Even the most incredulous understand it and,
if they do not confess and close their eyes, it is because
the dazzling light of Spiritism blinds them. But God
protects His work, sustains it with his powerful gaze,
encourages it, and soon all people will be Spiritists,
because therein lies the universality of all faiths.
Spiritism is the great leveler, which advances to
flatten all heresies. It is driven by sympathy, followed

by harmony, love, fraternity. It progresses without
shocks and without revolution. Spiritism does not
come to destroy. It does come to subvert the social
organization: it comes to renovate everything. Do
not see a contradiction on such statement because by
becoming better, individuals will create better laws; by
understanding that the worker is of the same essence
than theirs, the boss will introduce milder and wiser
laws in their business transactions.
Social relations will
transform

very
naturally
between fortune and
mediocrity. Since Spirits cannot be heirs, Spiritists
will feel that there is something more important to
them than wealth, freeing themselves up from the
idea of accumulating which generates cupidity and,
certainly, the poor will still benefit from this reduction
of selfishness. I will not say that there are no rebels to
these ideas and that all should grow universally fertilized
by the wave of Spiritism. There will yet be refractory

and fallen angels, because individuals have free will and,
despite the abundance of advices, many of them will
not want to surrender to the evidence, since they do
not see anything but their point of view, which limits the
horizon of greed. Unfortunate they are! Lament them,
enlighten them, because you are not judges and only
God has the authority to censor their conduct.
Through what I here present to you regarding the
future of Spiritism, you can judge the influence it will
exert over the masses. How are you organized, morally
speaking? Have you already done statistics of your faults
and your qualities? The frivolous and neutral individuals
populate much of the world. Do the benevolent ones
represent the majority? It is doubtful; but amongst the
neutral, that is, among those with one foot in the path
of good and another in the path of the evil, many can
put the two on the tray of benevolence, which is the
first step that can lead them quickly to more advanced
regions. There is still on the Globe a portion of beings
dedicated to evil; however, they tend to reduce by
the day. When individuals become fully imbued with
the idea that the law of action and reaction is the
immutable law that God inflicts upon them, law much
more terrible than your most dreadful earthly laws,
far more terrifying and more logical than the eternal
flames of hell, in which individuals no longer believe,
they will fear the reciprocity of sentences and think
twice before committing an objectionable act. When,
by the Spiritist manifestation, criminals will be able to
foretell the fate that waits for them, they will retreat at
the idea of crime, because they will know that God
sees everything and that a crime, yet unpunished on
Earth, one day will have to be paid dearly for such
impunity. Then, all those heinous crimes, which from
time to time come to indelibly mark the forehead of
humanity, will disappear to give room to harmony, to
fraternity that have been promoted for centuries. Your
legislation will be softened in the grounds of moral
improvement. Slavery and death penalty will not
remain in your laws but as a reminder of the tortures
of the Inquisition. Once regenerated, individuals will be
able to occupy themselves more with their intellectual
progress. Since selfishness will no longer exist, scientific
discoveries, which often require the cooperation of
multiple intelligences, will develop rapidly. And each
will say, “What does it matter who produces the good,
provided that the good is produced!” Because, indeed,
who often holds your sages in their upward march for
progress, but egotism, ambition to link their names
to their work? Behold the future and the influence of
Spiritism onto the people of Earth.

>Source: Revue Spirite by Allan Kardec, June 1863, published by FEB.
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The Spiritist
Conduct of
the Medium
ESSENTIAL

> Andre Luiz (Spirit) / Waldo Vieira (Medium)

A

void the assumption that you hold
responsibilities or missions of great
transcendence, recognizing yourself as a

humble bearer of common tasks though serious
and important as those of any other person.
The sower of Christ is always a servant, and a
servant of love.
***
At the available time between familiar obligations
and the work that ensures subsistence, overcome
unforeseen events that may prevent your attendance to
the Spiritist sessions, such as unexpected visits, climatic
phenomena and other reasons, nourishing loyalty to
your own duty.
Without inner euphoria there is no productive
mediumistic practice.
***
Prepare your own soul in prayer and meditation
before the mediumistic activity. Avoid, however, to
be mentally focused on similar purpose during the
doctrinal explanations, except when you are engaged
in concomitant special tasks, so that you do not deprive
yourself of the teachings.
Prayer is light in the soul reflecting the Divine Light.

10
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***
Control the mediumistic manifestations that you
convey, suppressing as much as possible labored
breathing, moans, screams and contortions, as well as
beating of hands and feet or any other violent gestures.
The mediator is always the direct responsible for

www.fotolia.com/ Cmlndm

the message that they are the carrier.
***
Silence any irritation of personal evidence in the
production of this or that phenomenon.
Spontaneity is the trademark credit in our
communications with the Spiritual Realm.
***
Even indirectly, do not engage in material gain of
the obtained mediumistic productions.
There is no sanctifying service in mediumship linked
to inferior interests.
***
Extinguish obstacles, preoccupations, and negative
impressions related to the mediumistic exchange,
such as the issue of the vigilant consciousness or
the somnambulistic unconsciousness during trance,
useless fears and sick susceptibilities. Guide yourself
by rational faith and by devoting yourself towards the
fellow individuals.
Those who intend to move forward in goodness
should eliminate all causes of perturbation.
***
Even when it comes from well-intentioned circles,
refuse the toxic of flattery.
Ruin follows the trace of pride.
***
Escape away from the dangers that threaten
mediumship, such as ambition, absence of self-criticism,
lack of perseverance in the good and vanity in which
you may judge yourself invulnerable.
The mediator carries inside their heart the greatest
enemies of themselves.
***
“But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to each
one of us for the common good.”
(Paul, I Corinthians, 12:7)

>Source: Book Conduta Espírita by Andre Luiz (Spirit) through the medium
Waldo Vieira, Chapter 4, 1960, FEB.
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DIALOGUE BETWEEN SCIENCE AND SPIRITISM

Consciousness
is Primary, not a
Byproduct of The Brain!
> Dr. Raymond Moody Jr.

Raymond Moody Jr. regarding his 50 years
of research and analysis of near-death

experiences.
TSM - You have been investigating near-dear
experiences for more than 50 years. Would you please
share with us the highlights of your findings?
RMJ - Since 1965, I have interviewed thousands of
people who had profound spiritual experiences when
they almost died but were revived. They describe
leaving their physical bodies and passing into a world
of light where they meet spirits of deceased loved ones.
They experience a panorama in which all their actions
are reviewed in an instant.
Classically, some have that these near-death
experiences are merely the by-product of the dying
brain and have nothing to do with an afterlife.
However, identically the same experiences often
occur among bystanders at the death of someone else
– often a relative or friend As their loved ones die,
the bystanders may leave their bodies and accompany
the dying person part way toward the light. Since the
bystanders are typically not ill or injured, yet have the
same experience, neurophysiological explanation just
won’t work. Together, near-death experiences and
shared death experiences are very hard to explain in
familiar terms.
TSM - You founded the Raymond Moody Institute
in which you offer courses on your research. Please tell
us about its courses.
RMJ - About a year ago, I produced a 15hour lecture series on DVD’S. The lectures are a
comprehensive look at the question of life after death

from a rigorously rational point of view. The lectures
come with a book of exercises, which actually reformat
the mind to think in a totally new logical way about the
afterlife. The lectures are described on my website,
Raymond Moody.org.
TSM - In your website www.raymondmoody.org,
you have a special video titled A Conversation with
Raymond Moody Jr. and Eben Alexander III. The video
is a discussion on life beyond life that proposes a new
understanding on life as a whole. One of its highlights
is the statement that consciousness does depend on
the brain. Please tell us more about it.
RMJ - I had the pleasure and honor of meeting Dr.
Eben Alexander in September 2011 and interviewing
him a few months later. I think Dr. Alexander’s neardeath experience is unique and informative in several
important respects. We both agree that the brain does
not simply generate consciousness, but somehow
modulates it. We both think that consciousness is
primary and not merely a secondary by-product of
electrochemical events in the brain.
TSM - How can the awareness extrapolated from
NDEs change our world today?
RMJ - Near-death experiences puzzled ancient
Greek philosophers and remain unexplained today.
People say that their
near-death experiences
convinced them that there
is an afterlife and that the
purpose of conscious life
here on earth is to learn
to love. I think that those
lessons have the potential
to transform human life
on this planet.

Dr.Raymond Moody

T

he Spiritist Magazine interviews Dr.
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Kardec,
Spiritism
and Jesus

> Luis Sergio Marotta

T

he Years are around 1820. The school is
Yverdon, Switzerland – an institute that
attracted visitors and pupils from all over

Europe, with many governments sending their
own educators to study with a great master so
as to implement the same system in their own
nations. The master is Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
– a Swiss renowned pedagogue who reformed his
country’s educational system, and whose grave
14
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bears the inscription:

Saviour of the Poor on the Neuhof.
Preacher to the People in Leonard and Gertrude
In Stans, Father of the orphan,
In Burgdorf and Münchenbuchsee,
Founder of the New Primary Education.
In Yverdon, Educator of Humanity.
He was an individual, a Christian and a citizen.
He did everything for others, nothing for himself!
Bless his name!
The Disciple – a brilliant teenage student who
soon became at early age an important helper to his
school fellows. His name – Hippolyte Léon Denizard
Rivail.

The Dream – In the words of Anna Blackwell, a
British biographer:
Born in a Catholic country (France), but educated
in a Protestant (Switzerland), Kardec began, while
yet a mere boy, to meditate on the means of
bringing about a unity of belief among the various
Christian sects – a project of religious reform
at which he labored in silence for many years,
but necessarily without success, the elements of
the desired solution not being at that time in his
possession.
The Phenomena – The Fox sisters. The so-called
physical paranormal phenomena burst out of America.
The famous sisters became a sort of symbolic coat
of arms of the paranormal, showing the world that
America also had its role in opening another very
important door to humankind’s destiny.
The Right Man at the Right Time – However,
in order to show that humanity will never manage
higher results in the paths of life if we do not work
fraternally together, the phenomena demanded
someone who had the deep talent of thinking things
over, so that the empirical findings did not lack the
necessary epistemological conclusions that would
make the mosaic complete. That is why the concrete
message went all the way from America to the hands
of Pestalozzi’s disciple, whose name now, just like
the way Jesus did to His apostles when they were
ready to begin their mission, was changed into Allan
Kardec, following suggestion given by the phenomena
he studied.
Kardec’s highly ethical altitude was such that
whenever he approached a medium who up to that
very moment had always received messages of trivial
content, suddenly, under Kardec’s grave and morally
distinct posture, messages came out bearing a very
high standard of scientific, philosophical and truly
religious significance. Kardec had free transit in these
three fields of knowledge, in such an extent that those
who studied his works came soon to the conclusion
that pedagogue certainly topped a common “man of
letters” of his time.
Kardec did not get stuck in the search for the
physical evidence, since the intellectual signs, in his

opinion, were themselves also a strongly needed
step for any assumption. Not that he lacked the
empirical vision, but he really knew the limits of
physical phenomena. He even believed that physical
evidence without a good explanation at its basis
might produce incredulity rather than help people
accept extraordinary facts. This line of thought has
never been more meaningful than in these present
days with quantum physicists struggling to find some
fair explanation to the facts they face, and sometimes
reluctantly have to state that our mind influences or
even creates reality.

www.fotolia.com/ kevron

The Situation – Rivail’s beloved school was at the
brink of collapse, and one of the reasons, according to
him, was the conflict between Protestant and Catholic
teachers. The anguish in his heart worked like the
storm that fertilizes the soil for the future crop – a
feeling that came up as a dream.

The Price – Allan Kardec risked his reputation
of well known educator and started to analyze the
intellectual substance of spirits’ communication from
many different kinds of mediumistic groups. He found
out that there was a universal aspect to the revelations
the spirits were bringing from every corner of the
globe. However, the pedagogue needed to establish
a whole set of philosophical fundaments to approach
them, as he also came across the fact that spirits are
people like us. They belong to different evolutional
stages, which cause many to be far from knowing all
the truth. So, our pedagogue certainly made use of
the warning put by the apostle John in his first epistle,
chapter 4, and verse 1 of his book in the bible: “Dear
friends, do not believe in every spirit, but test the spirits
to see whether they are from God, because many false
prophets have gone out into the world.” He had to
make great efforts to sort out the highest truths from
the spirits’ revelations.” Kardec showed that, with the
help of his new companions – the high spirits – he was
able to do that.
A Dream Come True – After diving into the
teachings, which some clearly identifiable high spirits
brought to his scrutiny, Kardec found out a set of
principles that were the open door to the interpretation
of the words of Jesus. In question number 625 of The
Spirits’ Book, the first book issued by Kardec on the
spirits’ teachings, he asks them:
What is the most perfect type that God has offered
to humanity as guide and model?
The reply was short and clear:
Jesus.
Kardec then sets a plan of studies to put together
another masterpiece of his efforts – The Gospel
According to Spiritism. Instead of theological
lucubration, right in the introduction he says:
The Gospel can be divided into five parts:
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• the events in the life of Christ;
• the miracles;
• the prophecies;
• the words taken by the Church (Catholic
Church) on which they based their dogmas;
• the moral teachings.

to remove anyone from their personal cultural
manifestations. In their works dated back in the 19th
century, we find in advance, scientific revelations and
broader moral assumptions that only now men of
science and independent religious people are starting
to tackle.

The first four have been the object of controversies.
But the last, however, has remained constantly
inviolate. Before this divine code even incredulity
bows down. This is the
common ground where all
religions may be united, the flag under which all may
gather, whatever their creeds may be, because it has
never been a matter of religious dispute, which always
and in all places has originated from dogmatism.
So dear reader, what the new non-orthodox
scientists today demand from the scientific world – a
non-dogmatic, open-minded view of whatever may
come to our observation – is exactly what Kardec
requested from the scientific and religious community
then. In his meetings he was able to proudly
display members from several different religions –
Protestants, Catholics, Jews and other non-Christian
denominations. All of them gathered around a table
studying the facts and spirits’ teachings without having
to give up their personal beliefs. These teachings came
from the phenomena, this time under the supervision
of a spirit that called itself The Spirit of Truth, who
announced later he was the one predicted by Jesus
Christ in the book of John in the New Testament.

The Pedagogical Approach – Jesus ended His
mission on Earth through His living reappearance
, materialized in front of His disciples, so as to say
that life goes on, and Kardec begins his pedagogical
mission from that point – the phenomena that bring
the afterlife evidence – to show us, under high level
guidance, what in Jesus’ own words we could “not
bear” at those ancient times.

What now? As skeptics nowadays usually state,
“Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence,”
the five works, which are the basis of the Spirits’
teachings; the hundreds of pages in the Spiritist
Magazine with its precious content published from
1858 to 1869; Kardec’s life; the thousands of nondenominational institutes devoted to the research on
the afterlife realities and charity, all inspired by his
works, are just part of the extraordinary evidence.
But in order to come to any conclusion on such
an outstanding claim, we join voices with the new
non-orthodox scientists such as the internationally
renowned biologist and writer Rupert Sheldrake
addressing the academic world on the paranormal
and afterlife phenomena. He says*, “The only way
to have a scientific understanding (of them) is to
research.” Kardec’s works have been waiting to be
seriously studied; as they are in fact the works of very
accomplished deceased personalities we call Spirits
in the mission of shedding light on humanity’s new
paths. These works break paradigms in all important
fields and set us free from denominational prejudice
to review our religious traditions with no intention

It is Up to Us – The young man’s dream now is a
reality – a dream of love, a search for a much better
world. He made it, and he struggled hard, faced
numerous kinds of prejudice and difficulties to make
it all available to us today. He really wanted to share.
So, dear reader, Spiritism is for you - scientist,
Catholic or Protestant, believer or nonbeliever, without
having to leave your lab or religion, to which you may
be attached for many reasons. The only thing Spiritism
asks for is to be known. It is far from raising dogmatic
flags, and instead of being the knowledge itself it is
the magnifying lens through which we see and use
knowledge under the highest ethical standard possible,
amplified and clarified by the afterlife realities. To the
extra effort some researchers have been making so as
to prove that science and religion are not necessarily
opposite views, we can come up with an adage Kardec
writes under the title on one of the first pages of The
Gospel According to Spiritism:
Unshakable faith is only that which can meet
reason face to face in every Human epoch.
And in unison with Jesus, regarding true, high
standard, ethical faith, when the Christ says that He
had not come to destroy the Law, but to fulfill it, the
codifier of Spiritism also declares:
Spiritism has not come to destroy the Christian
Law but to carry it out.
> Luis Sergio Marotta is second-generation Spiritist from Brazil who has
been collaborating at Kardec Radio as a host of segment Spiritism and
the Gospel. He is also one of the members of the PortalSaber (www.
portalsaber.org).

References:
* Rupert Sheldrake on the video The Scole Experiment
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he International Spiritist Council
(ISC) and the Brazilian Spiritist
Federation (BSF) established a
collaboration to consolidate pioneering
efforts in the world market to launch
the Spiritist books in digital format
(eBook). This year we plan convert
more than 500 titles copyrighted by
The BSF. Amongst them are authors
such as Allan Kardec, Francisco
Cândido Xavier and Yvonne Pereira,
and many others. Every month, we
are negotiating new agreements to
broaden the commercialization
of them.

and can be bought anywhere in the
world, which facilitates the access to
Spiritist books and their dissemination.
The digital book is the future for all
people of all age groups, because
they can be acquired at anytime and
anywhere in the world without the
need to carry several books and their
weight. Take this opportunity and buy
digital books of your favorite authors.

On sale in the best virtual
bookstores.

The technology and evolution of the
market made digital books the new
investment. They are easily accessible
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Studying
Money

I

t is not authority
that undermines the

SPIRITIST TIP

soul’s elevation. It is

abuse of power.

> Emmanuel (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

It is not intelligence that distills intellectual poison. It is the evil with which we use to mobilize it.
***
It is not the verbal treasure that opens wounds on those who hear us. It is the way in which we fling our sharp
words.
***
It is not the beauty of the form that generates the gall of disappointment. It is vanity that leads us into imbalance.
***
In the same way, it is not money that condemns us to the process of distress. It is the way we use it when we
forget to facilitate the current of progress through diligent action, fraternity, and devotion to goodness, since we
must collaborate with the ennoblement of work and life.
***
Gold with Jesus is like a healing balm on the patient’s ulcer, it is a drop of milk for a helpless child, it is medicine
for the patient, it is a blanket for the shivering person, it is aid in the home besieged by misfortune, it is assistance
for the arms that beg for dignified activity, and it is shelter for animals and protection for nature.
***
A safe in the miser’s claws is rusty metal, which provokes hardship, but one cent in Jesus’ service may become
a promising seed for peace and happiness.
***
Do not curse money, since it is a passive instrument in your hands. Make it serve with you, under Christ’s
inspiration, and all financial possibilities on your path will be valuable talent, for cooperating with your efforts
to build the Kingdom of God.
18
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> Source: Book Dinheiro by Emmanuel (Spirit) psychographed by the medium Francisco C. Xavier, chapter 2, 1986, published by IDE.
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ndoubtedly, the language of the Spirits
is, above all else, the image that
externalizes from them.

building liberated mental circuits of art and beauty.
Also, unhappy Intelligences, who are trained in the
science of reflection, can form afflicting mental screens
in closed and obsessive circuits over the minds that
they manipulate.

This also occurs in the physical plane, in which
someone, who knows how to reflect, needs few words
to define the breadth of their plans and feelings,
summarizing them in their synthesis of time and
influence.

According to the same principle, in many cases,
discarnate Spirits control the mediumistic personality
that attune with them. They operate their images on
the mediums while in trance, compelling them to
dispatch their concepts.

There are spiritual circles of great sublimation in
which the discarnate Spirits, who have higher inner
wealth of resources, culture and moral grandeur
can shape, with their own ideas, living pictures that
confirm their message or teaching. They can do it
either in silence or by using minimal verbal supply,

In those circumstances, the message is expressed by
the medium’s system of reflex, although the medium’s
cerebral cortex is anesthetized by the communicating
spirit’s magnetic action. In spite of it all, the medium
receives the ideograms and transmits them with their
own words.

uage of
carnates

dium)

ow is the
anguage of
he Spirits
zed?

However, acknowledging that image is at the
foundation of all exchanges between incarnates or
discarnates, we are forced to observe that articulate
language still has fundamental importance in the socalled space of the nations, where the individuals will
be immediately transferred after the detachment of
the physical body.
Pedro Leopoldo, 4/20/58.

> Source: Book Evolução em Dois Mundos by Andre Luiz (Spirit) through
the mediums Chico Xavier and Waldo Vieira, chapter 2, part 2, 1958,
FEB.
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HISTORY

Brief History
about
Humberto
de Campos,
the famous
Brother X
>

H

umberto de Campos was born in
the city of Miritiba, in the state of
Maranhão, Brazil, on October 25,

1886. He was the son of Joaquim Veras and Ana
de Campos Veras. Today the city has his name.
His father’s died when he was only 6 years of
age. Then, his family moved to the State capital of
Maranhão, São Luis, where Humberto de Campos
started to work in a local commerce to help on
the subsistence of his family. Later they moved
down to the city of Parnaiba, in the neighboring
State of Piaui, where Humberto de Campos spent
great part of his childhood. In 1896, he planted
a cashew tree in the backyard of his family
home. He named the tree “My friend from my
childhood”. It was under this cashew tree that he
got inspiration to write some of his first famous
poems. Today that tree is still being conserved by
the Parnaiba City government, which turned to be
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a very popular tourist site for those who want to

get to know more about Humberto de Campos.
The site is visited daily by tourists from all over
the world becoming popular as “Humberto de
Campos’ Cashew tree”, which is a little square
surrounded by white marble plates on the walls
with his most famous poems.
Humberto de Campos was considered one of
the greatest columnists of the 20th century. In the
same town of Parnaiba, Piaui, the tourists can also
find more about his life by visiting “The Humberto
de Campos Memorial”, where they can see some
of his personal belongings, books, photos, etc. The
Memorial was opened with the help of Parnaiba’s
mayor Hamilton Castelo Branco and of Humberto
de Campos’s granddaughter Catharina de Campos,
who lives in Rio de Janeiro.
In Humberto de Campos book “Memories”,
he tells more about the Cashew Tree. It is the only
cashew tree of its kind that gives fruits all year long.
An ordinary cashew tree has its seasonal time to
give fruits.
In 1910, when Humberto de Campos was 24,
he published his first book of poetries titled “Dust”,
which gave him a reasonable recognition in Brazil.
Two years later he moved to Rio de Janeiro where

of the deceased ones”, in which the main subject
encompassed the description of the intense work of
the Spirits towards human progress.
The pseudonym “Brother X” was chosen as
a consequence of the law suit initiated in 1944
against the Brazilian Spiritist Federation (since it
held the copyright of the his psychographed books)
and the medium Chico Xavier due to the Humberto
de Campos’ works. Although the Judiciary decision
at the time was unfavorable to the widow, for
precaution, the Spirit of the author began starting his
texts under the pseudonym Brother X, avoiding thus
future sorrows or annoyances by the author’s family.
Subsequently, the defense job in this process
resulted in the book “A Psicografia Perante os
Tribunais” by the Brazilian lawyer Miguel Timponi.
Brother X or Humberto de Campos wrote 13

the public and the critics at his time with successive
editions in the following decades.
After many years of illness that made him almost
lose his eye sight and suffer several urinary problems,
he died in Rio de Janeiro in December 15, 1934 at
the age of 48.

books through the medium Chico Xavier from
1937 to 1989. They became a true reference for
the Spiritist Movement in Brazil. Its greatest impact
refers to the book “Brasil, Coração do Mundo, Pátria
do Evangelho”. One of his main focuses was to write
about on Jesus’ passages with unprecedented details.

Memorial Humberto de Campos

he pursued his journalist carrier and started to gain
distinction among the literary world in Brazil. At that
time he became friends with acclaimed writers of
his time such as Coelho Neto and Olavo Bilac. He
became known by his great chronicles published in
important newspapers in Rio de Janeiro, capital of
Brazil at the time.
In 1919, Humberto de Campos became a
member of the Brazilian Literature Academy. A year
later he started his career as a politician representing
his home state of Maranhão. He was re-elected and
worked as such until the break out of the “Brazilian
Revolution” in 1930 when he was exiled out of Brazil
to live in Europe. In 1933, he had health issues. It
was when he published the book “Memories” (18861900) he describes his memories about his childhood
and youth. That book had a great acceptance by

BROTHER X
The first contact by the spirit of the deceased
poet Humberto de Campos with Chico Xavier
occurred after three months of the poet’s death in
March of 1935. The encounter happened during the
Chico Xavier’s sleep when the spirit of the author
presented itself to the medium. Few years later, in
May of the same year, he was psychographed the
first pages, having the first text been titled “The word

References:
[1] SOUTO MAIOR, Marcel. As Vidas de Chico Xavier. Rio de Janeiro:
Planeta, 2003.
[2] http:// pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irmão_X
[3] http://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humberto_de_Campos
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DISCOVERING THE REAL WORLD WITH
DIVALDO FRANCO

Focusing on
Children and Youth
in Spiritist Centers
> An interview with Divaldo Franco

T

SM - KARDEC REPORTS IN THE SPIRITS’
BOOK (COMMENT TO QUESTION
685) THAT MORAL EDUCATION IS

ESSENTIAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE POTENTIALITIES OF THE SPIRIT. THUS,
THIS TASK IS PRIMARILY THE PARENTS’
RESPONSIBILITY. HOWEVER, WOULD ALSO
THE SPIRITIST CENTER BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
PROVIDING MORAL EDUCATION TO THE
REINCARNATING INDIVIDUAL, ESPECIALLY
CHILDREN AND YOUTH?
D.F. - Naturally, the home is the first school where
individuals learn the indispensible lessons for a happy
life. Through living with the family - a mini-society
that is representative of the human community – the
initial experiences in the happy cohabitation imprint
on individuals offering them the conditions for moral
dignity.
By extension, the Spiritist center is also an
intellectual and moral school, in which lessons
suitable for inner balance and spiritual renewal are
set out, therefore reinforcing the principles taught
at home.
For this reason, the work of youth and children
education in the Spiritist Center is crucial to building
a better world.
TSM - MOST SPIRITIST CURRICULA FOR
YOUTH AND CHILDREN FOCUS ITS CONTENT
IN TEACHINGS THAT ARE TAUGHT IN CHRISTIAN

CHURCHES, OFTEN FAILING TO EMPHASIZE THE
SPIRITIST CONCEPTS IN THEMSELVES, SUCH AS
REINCARNATION, COMMUNICATION OF SPIRITS,
THE PLURALITY OF INHABITED WORLDS, ETC. IS
THIS REALLY A FLAW?
D.F. - It is important that the curriculum of the
Spiritist Educational Program for Children and Youth
addresses the themes of every hue in the light of the
Spiritist Doctrine bequeathed to us by the Spirits and
compiled by Allan Kardec. It is essential, therefore,
that alongside the ethical and moral teachings, the
educators highlight especially the study of doctrinal
paradigms, such as the communication of spirits,
reincarnation, the plurality of inhabited worlds,
as well as the phenomena of mediumship, the
obsessive disturbances, in order to teach Spiritism
to the student.
TSM – KNOWING THE NEED TO ADAPT THE
SPIRITIST LESSONS ACCORDING TO THE CHILD’S
AGE, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ABOUT INSERTING
DYNAMICS THAT WOULD ALLOW ONE TO
EXPERIENCE THE CONTENTS OF THE LESSON,
ACCORDING TO THE GUIDELINES OF THE
OUTSTANDING SPIRITIST EDUCATOR EURIPEDES
BARSANULFO? WOULD IT ALSO BE APPROPRIATE
TO INSERT ACTIVITIES THAT WORK EMOTIONAL
AND SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE?
D.F. - Undeniably, the contribution of eminent
Spirit Euripedes Barsanulfo is relevant to the success
of moral Spiritist education.
In that context, the introduction of modern
psycho-pedagogical methods that work the intellect
and moral development of the student through
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appropriate activities specific to their age group,
certainly complete the curriculum.
TSM – WHAT CAN BE DONE TO ENGAGE MORE
THE CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN THE SPIRITIST
CENTER IN ORDER TO MOTIVATE THEM TO
CONTINUE THEIR ENGAGEMENT IN THE SPIRITIST
TASKS INTO ADULTHOOD?
D.F. - Use audiovisual resources of the modern
virtual communication. Provide social interaction
of everyone within the Christ-conscious thought.
Create outreach activities to visit suffering brothers
and sisters in humanity, especially those who are
outcasts of society. Thus, we will provide educational
and compelling motivations that go beyond the room
class.
Awaken in them feelings of solidarity and affection
amongst the students. Working their fraternal
feelings, it eliminates the stigma of selfishness and
opportunism, while offering them efficient tools
for personal balance and future engagement in the
activities of the Spiritist center, as well as in society
as a whole.
TSM – NOWADAYS, THERE ARE MANY PARENTS
WHO DO NOT BRING THEIR BABIES OR CHILDREN
TO THE SPIRITIST CENTER SAYING THAT THEY
WOULD NOT BE QUIET. HOW TO RESOLVE THIS
UNFORTUNATE ISSUE?
D.F. - Whenever possible, the Spiritist Center
should reserve a special room to receive the children
while their parents attend their own meetings.
Indeed, the presence of children during the
adult meetings, when they cannot sit still, creates
embarrassing situations for parents as well as for
others. Nonetheless, if left to teachers or educators
during the adult meetings, everyone will profit from
the blessings.
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TSM - SOME PARENTS DO NOT BRING THEIR
TEENS (STILL MINOR, SO DEPENDENT ON THEIR
PARENTS) TO THE SPIRITIST CENTER CLAIMING
THAT THEY DO NOT WANT TO GO TO THE
CENTER. HOW TO RESOLVE THIS ISSUE?
D.F. - Within the educational program, it is on the
parents to show their children that while they are at
the parents’ expense, they shall meet the domestic
program, including the family professed religion. It
is natural that teenagers plan their entertainment
to either do activities that complement their school
curriculum or to socialize with friends on their day
off. However, when they suffer, it is on the parents
to care for them. On the same token, it is on the
parents the duty to prepare their children for life’s
struggles, for the understanding of their spiritual and
moral duties, so that, upon reaching adulthood they
shall have the resources to continue embracing the
lessons that they were taught or those they consider
most compatible with their way of thinking.
TSM - WE KNOW THE MANSION OF THE WAY
OFFERS SPIRITIST EDUCATION WORK FROM
PRENATAL LIFE TO ADULTHOOD. COULD YOU
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE? WHAT
ABOUT THE SPIRITIST EDUCATION FOR BABIES?
D.F. - In the curriculum of our conventional
schools, we offer weekly Spiritist education. In
the Spiritist Center, we have a whole structure to
teach Spiritism since two years of age, following
the curriculum presented by the Brazilian Spiritist
Federation. Moreover, being the Mansion of the
Way a Spiritist community, we have formed teams to
care for babies in our Manger Day Care. Therein, we
teach Spiritist lessons by using psycho-pedagogical
resources that help the formation of personality.
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Emotional
Management
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for Immortal
Happiness
> Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD

“

Gee, I made the wrong decision... I was
hot-headed!” Dear reader, this and other
exclamations of the type permeate the lives

of most people. Our emotions have great power
over our decisions. And who does not have them,
if even animals have emotions?!
The Spiritist
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Recently, the journal Science, one of the most
reputable of the Biomedical Sciences, published
unprecedented findings 1 showing that we take
wrong decisions when we have difficulties to decode
the sensory information we receive. This finding is
revolutionary because it really shows us that when
we know the Truth, it set us free. But to know the
truth, we need to know how to decode it. Now we
understand why many have seen Jesus, have heard
him speak, or were even healed by him, but they
were unchanged! There certainly was difficulty in
decoding, in interpretation, and in the information
received! The same happens even to us, imperfect
Spiritists, which as Kardec described in The Mediums’
Book, have difficulties in applying the lessons in our
daily lives. Jesus recommended to Nicodemus in
an immortal appeal to all of us, “Before you think
about the provisions of the Law, you should have
felt the texts.”2
Our emotions, beliefs, and experiences create
a mechanism that filters the incoming information
so that we may even be refractory regarding the
transformational proposals. This situation is much
clearer when, in a given circumstance, a disciple
sought after a master, saying to him that he would
like to learn his teachings. The disciple’s conceited
emotions were expressed while he told the master
everything he thought he knew that far. And the
master listened intently. At one point, he proposed
that they had tea together. The master began to pour

hot water in the cups, when, at a given time, the
disciple stopped his lengthy narrative, and told the
master that the water had overflowed the cup. The
master smiled and kindly said, “Thus we also need
to empty our cups so that new water can be poured
in.” The egotistic emotions of the disciple were the
impeding factor of new learning!
Indeed, our emotions determine our mental
state, playing an integral part in our mental matter,
according to the Spirit André Luiz 3. We vibrate
according to our emotional choices, and with
them, we make connections in two worlds. “Deep
emotions, unspeakable pain, laborious and extensive
concentrations of mental strength or distressing
supplications” will emit rays of thoughts that are
“too short or of immense transformative power in
the spiritual realm.”4
How then should we manage our emotions?
Knowing that they are subject to the evolutionary
process, arising from the instincts, and then they
are characterized in sensations, to finally turn into
feelings 5, we can create mechanisms to educate
them. Indeed, in the perfection of Nature, we find
inspirational mechanisms to educate involuntary
emotions, since we are all subject to the law of
Progress. These mechanisms can be verified in the
trials and challenges of life as well as in their own
atonements or expiations. An example of it is in the
diseases that are powerful tools for transforming
our thoughts and especially our emotions. This

was the case of Mauricio Tessi6, 36, who suffered
from acute rheumatoid arthritis, but had his
discarnated mother caring for him. During one of the
Spiritual intervention sessions, his mother received
information from the Spirit-physicians regarding
Mauricio’s health state. They explained to her that
his illness was providential to defend him against
obsession and madness. The Good Spirits showed
to her that, while the patient was undergoing his
physical crises, he was able to control his inferior
emotions (aggression, stubbornness, rebellion,
bitterness) and exercise higher emotions (meekness,
gentleness, good humor, kindness, faith, generosity,
gentleness, trust, piety, benevolence) through prayers
and reflections of inner renewal.
However, since we are living in the Era of
Consciousness, we are called to voluntarily work for
a new emotional conditioning. Allan Kardec, in his
educational excellence, published such proposal in
The Gospel According to Spiritism. Although many
use that book today as an oracle in troubling times,
the illuminative compendium revisits the Master’s
teachings, while giving us a safe prescription for
our emotional education. In the Christ-conscious
emotions (humility, simplicity, gentleness, patience,
obedience, renunciation, forgiveness, leniency,
faith, charity, duty, love) we will find true antidotes
for our conflicting emotions (guilt, anxiety, anger,
fear, jealousy, attachment, laziness, inner emptiness,
addictions, resentment).
Advancements in Science will also gradually
confirm the excellent program on emotional
management proposed by Incomparable Master Jesus
Christ. This is the case of an American psychologist
who created an unprecedented program of emotional
training for children, youth and adults, currently
sponsored by the company Onionhead (www.
onionhead.com). In such program, she shows that
the steps for emotional management are mainly
two: (1) to identify the emotion (2) to be able to
manage it. To this program, we can combine the
technique of eliciting the relaxation response, when
we experience difficult emotions such as anger. Dr.
Herbert Benson, pioneer of Complementary and
Alternative Medicine in the U.S., and professor
emeritus at Harvard University, has shown, in recent
decades, that breathing can provide relaxation for
the body, as well as emotions stability, helping us to
manage them while promoting changes in the gene
activation of our physical body.
As co-creators we have in us the key to new
conditionings: our will. Sovereign power of the soul7,
our will directs our thoughts, and with them, we
give quality to the fluids around us, causing either

discomfort, or making them radiant, promoting
new life, comfort. And this reality extends itself in
the Beyond as we may see in the examples of the
spiritual reality of the cases reported by Kardec in
the book Heaven and Hell. While happy Spirits
reported mild and beneficent emotions (which were
correlated to their state in which they were found in
the spiritual realm), hardened spirits were stagnant
in their paralyzing emotions.
It is, therefore, in the exercise of our will that
we need to consciously aim for the apex of our
emotional management: to achieve the emotion of
divine love. In offering living water to the Samaritan
woman, Jesus gives her safe guidelines to achieve the
“sacred emotion of divine love”8 that illuminate her
soul, “shielding her from all the painful necessities
of material existence.” Let us drink this living water
from the educational program of the Master of Love
and satiate our thirst for strong emotions, learning to
handle them for Immortality!
> This article was firsthand published in Portuguese in the reputable
Brazilian periodical Revista de Cultura Espírita in July 2013.
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SPIRITISM FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Teaching Honesty to
Kids and Teens

> Bernadete Leal, M.Ed.

H

onesty is a virtue, which will not bare
fruits if not exercised. Spiritism wisely
reminds us about inner transformation

and being honest is a great step toward our
progress so we can reach one day our perfection
and spiritual evolution. We would like to begin
talking about honesty by first asking and reflecting
upon the following questions:
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Am I honest about my feelings? Am I able to
express how I feel honestly without anger or blaming

others for the way I feel? Can I be honest with
someone in an assertive and compassionate way? Am
I able to humbly admit my mistakes? Do I speak up
when I see injustice? Do I act honestly at work and
with my coworkers? Am I honest with my children
and the ones close to me? Am I guiding my children
to the path of honesty?
Being honest, for a selfish person, may not seem
that important. He may believe that it is okay to lie
or distort the truth as long as it benefits him. If we
only consider life through a materialistic point of
view and deny the immortality of the soul, then it is
understandable that a person would act that way. On
the other hand, the Spiritist philosophy teaches and

shares so many beautiful stories about the afterlife,
educating us that honesty goes beyond the grave.
But even though there still are people who may
not see the essential value of acting honestly, they
will eventually have to face the truth - whether in
the physical or spiritual realm. Thus, no matter how
much we acted dishonestly in our present or previous
lives, our conduct will be unveiled and we will be
required to take an honest look at whom we truly
are and what we have done. We may run away and
avoid the truth for a while but sooner or later it will
catch up with us. As Jesus said in John 8:32, “You
will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.””
God gave us a wonderful gift called conscience.
It is like God’s voice in our head. We can lie, cheat,
trick others as much as we desire because God also
gave us the free will. But, no matter how hard we
may try, our conscience cannot be fooled and it will
remind us of what is right or wrong. Chapter 5 of
the Gospel According to Spiritism by Allan Kardec
illustrates it very well by saying, “His (man’s) actual
tendencies indicate what is still to be corrected, and
it is upon this he should concentrate all his attention,
seeing that no trace is left of what has been rectified.
The good resolutions he feels bound to make are
the voice of conscience, calling attention to what is
right and what is wrong, so giving strength to resist
temptation.” Chapter 11 of the same book also adds
to this topic with a beautiful sentence, “To love, in
the true sense of the word, is to be loyal, honest,
and conscientious;”
What about children? Are they honest? Well,
children at a very young age are known to be
sometimes brutally honest. They can express
their feelings and opinion and are very good
at embarrassing their parents with their honest
comments at a inappropriate time. But what to do
when your child is being honest in an uncomfortable
or challenging situation?
Unfortunately, some parents or relatives get mad
at children, punish and reprimand them, instead of
first appreciate the fact that they are speaking the
truth. Children, who are regularly reprimanded when
being honest, quickly learn that it is easy to lie so
they won’t get into trouble. As a result, lying becomes
a habit. They lie to get what they want, to protect
someone they care, for fear, to call attention, or even
to harm or cause trouble to someone.
Whenever we have the opportunity, we should
talk and teach children about honesty. In fact, this
should be an important value to all families. And of
course, parents should give the example, too. When
your children speak the truth, no matter how hard
that may be, first acknowledge that you are proud of

them for being honest, and then help them to deal
with the consequences in a calming and supportive
way.
Children are spirits in a child’s body and they can
show at a very early age negative tendencies. Some
of them are more inclined to act dishonestly than
others. The blessings of reincarnation can explain
such behavior, showing that this is a spirit who has
achieved less progress in his past life. The comments
of question 199 of The Spirits’ Book bring us more
information about it through the following questions,
“Do we not see children endowed with the vilest
instincts at an age at which even the most vicious
surroundings cannot have begun to exercise any
influence upon them? Do we not see many who seem
to bring with them at birth cunning, falseness, perfidy,
and even the instincts of thieving and murder, and
this in spite of the good examples by which they are
surrounded?” It is the parents’ responsibility to guide
and help to correct those instincts and lead children
to a better way of life and conduct.
Honesty is a great virtue that once nurtured in our
hearts and fully embraced will lead us to the path of
integrity and light. It brings us peace and moves us
forward to our moral and spiritual progress by living
a life of truth regardless of the situation. It is a sincere
and frank voice that comes from within our souls:
a voice of justice, love, compassion, and of proper
conduct. And we will end this text with a beautiful
quote from Mother Teresa:

“People are often unreasonable and selfcentered. Forgive them anyway.
If you are kind, people may accuse you of
ulterior motives. Be kind anyway.
If you are honest, people may cheat you. Be
honest anyway.
If you find happiness, people may be jealous.
Be happy anyway.
The good you do today may be forgotten
tomorrow. Do good anyway.
Give the world the best you have and it may
never be enough. Give your best anyway.
For you see, in the end, it is between you and
God. It was never between you and them anyway.”

> Bernadete Leal, M.Ed., has been a Spiritist educator devoting her time
to compiling materials and resources to educate children and youth in
Spiritism in the United States. She is the coordinator of the Education for
Youth and Children with the United States Spiritist Council. Leal is also a
great collaborator of Kardec Radio team. This article has been featured
at Kardec Radio through its weekly segment YES with Bernadete Leal.
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About Physical
Infirmities
> Dr. Bezerra de Menezes (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

Physician so our physical body can
reach full recovery. Let us rest and apply

restorative treatment.
Let us keep our faith firm our faith as we trust Jesus
is our highest breadwinner.
The Lord will not fail us with His Divine Mercy.
***
Friends, who are infirm of the body, medical
treatment will continue always under the inspiration
of your Spiritual Friends who follow through your
recovery.
Let us keep accurate care regarding nourishment
and in complying with fair times for rest.
Let us preserve ourselves and trust Jesus
today and always!

Several Spirit-friends help us through our physicians
when we undergo illnesses!
***
Our infirm brothers will always be under the
care of Spirit-friends under the climate of prayer to
Jesus so we see them brave and serene within the
overcoming of the present physical state.
Let us ask Jesus to bless and sustain us, today
and forever.
***
In order for our convalescent brothers to show
significant and safe improvement, we ask them to
keep their thoughts away from absorbing concerns,
so that their energies are recovered with the needed
solidity. May Jesus bless us.

www.fotolia.com/ Alexander Raths

L

et us count upon the help of our Divine

***
Spiritual friends will always be in active concourse
in regard to the treatment of our infirm brothers.

***
> Source: Book Apelos Cristãos by Dr. Bezerra de Menezes psychographed
by Chico Xavier, pages 45-47, 1986, published by União Espírita Mineira.
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JOANNA DE ANGELIS’ SPIRITIST PSYCHOLOGY

The Ins and Outs
of Depression
> Cláudio Sinoti, PsyD, and Iris Sinoti, PsyD

1

. What is depression?

The World Health Organization (WHO)
developed a classification of mental
disorders, and classified depression as a mood
disorder, or an affective disorder. This class of
disorders disrupts the emotional universe of the
person. It gives the feeling of having lost something,
something deeply meaningful, and this feeling is hard
to live with. As described by Salomon, depression is
“the loneliness within us that becomes manifest...”
What is very evident in depression is the difficulty
of the depressed person to be at peace with herself.
Also according to the WHO, it is estimated that by
2020, depression will be the second leading cause
of the loss of healthy years of the life in the world,
only exceeded by heart disease. (Source: American
Medical Association)

www.fotolia.com/ Artem Furman

2. What is the cause of so many people’s
depression?
Modern men and women have not yet learned
to deal with life issues, polarizing themselves. There
is a rush for everything; everything that is not in the
speed of information is too long, and there is no
conscious and mature permission to live sadness,
loss, frustration; it is needed to be talking all the time,
smiling all the time. Thus, what we see nowadays,
and that may explain the large increase of depressive
states, is that we start looking for unrealistic goals
that create unrealistic expectations, leaving only
frustration, emptiness. The axial point of our society
seems to be that we lack the knowledge of ourselves.
Men and women as beings in the world are lost in
their emptiness of meaning.
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3. Is depression a disease of modern times?
No. Initially depression was seen as Melancholia,
which is the older term for the pathology of sad
moods. The term Melancholia and its different uses
are related to its history: the term is very old, and
it came before the advent of modern science. Its
origin dates back to ancient Greece, a few centuries
before Christ in the texts of the pre-medical history
written by Hippocrates (Theory of Moods), whom
is considered the father of Medicine. Also, in the
Bible we find the presence of melancholia, and this
term stood strong until the mid-nineteenth century, a
period when it was replaced by the term depression,
which came into use in the European psychiatry
around the 18th century, coming from the Latin, then
the French term depremere, which means ‘to press
down’. The problem of “modern times” is that more
often the contact between people becomes virtual
and loneliness gains frightening dimension because
if we lose the ability to relate with ourselves, this
creates serious consequences. Immediacy takes hold
of society preventing to identify what really has lasting
value in us. The result is a depletion of the senses
where it lives as disbelief, failure, depersonalization,
widespread madness and lack of faith.
4. Why do we get depressed?
We get depressed because the psyche attempts
to compensate for lack of direction. Depression, in
many cases, is an agent of change at service of life.
As Jung says, “When the unconscious contents get
repressed for being continuously ignored, it ends up
imposing its influence on the conscious, an influence
of pathological characteristic. That is why nervous
disorders occur.” And these are often the starting
point for depression.
5. What happens to our body in depression?
Depression is a disease “of the organism as a
whole”, which compromises the physical, the mood,
and consequently the thought. It changes the way a
person sees the world, feels the reality, understands
things, expresses emotions, and feels dispositions and
pleasures in life. All of these changes also occur in
the brain. Studies published by the American Medical
Association show that depression is involved in a
deficiency of neurotransmitters such as noradrenalin
(epinephrine), serotonin and dopamine, which
are responsible for the emotional state, feelings
of well-being, mood, euphoria, excitement and
pleasure. As Spiritists, we must not forget, however,
that although the process is reflected in the body, it
starts at the immortal being that we are. When we
are not aware of it, what we often see is an illusion
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disorder, manic depression or manic depressive
disorder.

that the individual is not responsible for the process
itself, being the brain the cause of it all. The fact that
people present themselves as being dissatisfied with
work, relationships, and the feeling that life is passing
by without a larger sense is a calling of the soul itself
and not just an organic disharmony. Depression
cannot be separated from the person affected by it.
The use of drugs, properly prescribed by psychiatrists
becomes essential in many cases, but we must not
forget that the initial cause is in the Spirit that cannot
be disregarded.
6. What are the types of depression?
Before it was common to classify depression
between Endogenous (endo = inside) and Exogenous
(exo = outside), but nowadays, with the advances
in the Neuroscientific research, other classifications
are more often used. All types of depression belong
to a group of disorders known as mood disorders or
major affective disorders. Each type has a distinct
pattern of symptoms, as listed below:
• Severe Depression - also known as major
depressive disorder, unipolar depression or
clinical depression - is the most common type
of depressive illness. Severe Depression can
vary in so-called subtypes, which are: Psychotic
Depression, Atypical Depression, Postpartum
Depression, Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder;
• Dysthymia - also called secondary depression,
is a form of lasting depressive illness;
• Seasonal Affective Disorder - is a type of
depression that occurs only at certain times of
the year;
38
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• Bipolar Depression - known as bipolar

7. What are the symptoms of depression?
Depressive illness is a kind of pathology known
as a syndrome, which means that it is characterized
by a group of symptoms. The signs of depression
are included in four main categories: mood swings,
changes in behavior, changes in the pattern of
thought or perception and physical complaints.
The following symptoms should occur for at least
two weeks and should happen with four or more
of them simultaneously (Source: American Medical
Association): Loss or significant increase in weight, loss
of or increased appetite; insomnia or hypersomnia;
physical movement more restless or sluggish than
usual; fatigue or loss of energy, inappropriate feelings
of worthlessness or guilt, inability to think clearly, to
concentrate or make decisions; recurrent thoughts
of death and suicide.
8. In addition to the “why” we get depressed,
what do we get depressed about?
In symbolic terms depression indicates the
need to meet the inner life. As Jung says, “at
the root of all these disorders we find repressed
psyche contents, which mean that they became
unconscious.” If depremere means “press down”
we must ask: what is so important that is being left
behind or pushed down? Depression is most often
considered a bottomless pit, even though we know
that we are going to dive in very deep to find it. As
Joanna de Angelis says, “Invariably, at the root of
organic disasters, infections, installation of symptoms
and diseases is the maladjusted individual, who
is dominated by a conscious or ignored conflicts,
self-punishing or seeking escape mechanisms from
problems... “ (Atitudes Renovadas).
9. Is staying constantly sad the same as being
depressed?
If along with sadness other symptoms, as already
mentioned, also appear for a long time, then
yes. Otherwise it can be an escape mechanism,
psychological immaturity, and difficulty facing the
reality of life, which makes the individual create
childish expectations that the individual thinks the
world owes special attention. When not answered,
the person becomes frustrated.
10. Are there spiritual factors in the depressive
process?
Yes. Since we are compromised beings who
reincarnate, we bring psyche and perispiritual marks

predisposed to the installation of the disorder, due to
the animosity, anger and revolt caused to other beings,
as well as the negative and damaging achievements
to our own existence in other carnal experiences,
which can propitiate the depressive conflict and its
ramifications. It is important to mention that even
in the case of obsessions the compromised spirit is
always responsible for the obsessive process. They
are not simply victims. We often say that the obsessor
enters through the back door, which in the psyche
represents our Shadow.
11. How can we get out of depression?
By changing our attitude. For that we need to
confront our shadow, which is inevitable. All that
we reject in ourselves does not cease to exist; on
the contrary, it remains in the inner world and forms
the shadow, in other words, the unlived life that
ends up generating guilt. We need to face our fears,
guilt, distresses and mistakes as part of the growth
process, because there is no birth without pain. We
need to understand that, although we want engage
in goodness, we often do not achieve this goal, until
we integrate our shadow in our personality, since our
shadow is part of the whole that we are. To recognize
that we are often our own worst enemy makes us
closer to the human condition. Knowing of this may
seem pessimistic, but when we widen our view, we
will recognize that this condition is characteristic of
a mature person who, having reconciled with herself,
has at least the opportunity to achieve some level
of freedom in regard to the past. The next step is to
forgive ourselves. To meet with the shadow enriches
a reality that otherwise would remain superficial.
12. How can we prevent depression from
hitting us?
The descent into the abyss of the soul itself
is the journey of all beings. In the process of
individuation no one can find the treasure without
first encountering with gall and evil within themselves.
Depression can be the passport, a true invitation to
self-knowledge. Fleeing from one’s evil can be very

risky. Evil is in itself a potential that needs processing.
And in these painful conditions of the soul we will
find the developmental tasks. Thus, we must always
ask, “What is the task that I am avoiding with this
symptom, or what task is implicit in each of these
dark places?” Part of the task is to stop being a victim
to become a hero, like the Prodigal Son, to advance
even toward his own tragedy. To choose to serve the
soul and live the life we are called for, with all of its
difficulties, tasks and appointments is our job; this
is the heroic task we have to accomplish. Find out
which “Lord” we are serving can be a wise way to
avoid depression.
13. Is it possible to grow with depression?
Yes. All content that is marginalized, left aside,
at some point will charge its right to light. It is at
this point that depression should be seen as growth
opportunity, as a chance to live a process of conscious
individuation, full and rich of discoveries. It is what
St. John of the Cross called “the dark night of the
soul”, which, if crossed, we will find out that the
meaning and purpose of life are beyond the mere
ego gratification and finally find the real treasure
ourselves. After all, how can we “love our neighbor
if we do not love ourselves?”

Recommended References (In Portuguese):

Aspectos Psiquiátricos e Espirituais nos Transtornos Emocionais (Diversos
Espíritos / Divaldo Franco);
Vitória sobre a Depressão (Joanna de Ângelis / Divaldo Franco);
Atitudes Renovadas (Joanna de Ângelis / Divaldo Franco);
Triunfo Pessoal (Joanna de Ângelis / Divaldo Franco);
Desperte e Seja Feliz (Joanna de Ângelis / Divaldo Franco);

> Drs. Claudio Sinotti and Iris Sinotti are clinical psychologists in Brazil. As
Spiritists they have been leading the psychological studies of the works
by Joanna de Angelis through the books psychographed by Divaldo
Franco. They are also devoted volunteers at the Mansion of the Way
(www.mansionoftheway.com).
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CODIFIER

Translational
Tribute to
Francisco
Cândido Xavier
> Enrique Eliseo Baldovino

C

hico Xavier: His Cândid 1 name is
synonym of faithfulness to duty. His
life is a great example of discipline,

humility, solidarity and commitment to goodness.
He faced and overcame enormous struggles,
challenges, persecutions and testimonies
from his childhood - which was very hard and
sacrificed - and left us a lifetime of dedication
to the practice of love towards others, charity
expressed in his dignified behavior and his
highly elevated Christian-Spiritist conduct.
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The psychographic works of the “20 th Century
Citizen of Minas Gerais” and one of the greatest
Brazilians of all times reached the extraordinary
production of more than 412 psychographic books,
which 88 of those works belonging to the Brazilian
Spiritist Federation.
Francisco Cândido Xavier conquered the

mediumship mandate, which
means that he faithfully fulfilled the
providential mission as a medium,
as a safe global benchmark in the
field of luminous mediumship, as a
large psychic antenna, supported by
the wise guidance of Emmanuel, his
venerable Spiritual Guide.
Works of F. C. Xavier in Spanish
Thus, to honor Francisco Candido Xavier (19102002) for his great legacy, we, as a translator, could
only do it in our modest doctrinal activity: the
translation of Spiritist books, since we are brothers
of other lands. We had the great honor to translate
from Portuguese to Spanish the excellent books
entitled: The Way, the Truth and the Life (Camino,
Verdad y Vida: EDICEI, 2010), (1) Our Daily Bread
(Pan Nuestro: EDICEI, 2010), (2) dictated by the
Spirit Emmanuel through the blessed hands of the
remarkable medium Chico Xavier.
The Brazilian Spiritist Federation (FEB), Casa
Mater of Spiritism in Brazil, a Federation that is more
than a century old – gave us access to the originals

of the first
special
editions
of The Way, the Truth and
the Life, and Our Daily Bread, from which we
translated the referred works, composed of no less
than 180 chapters each. The chapters are preceded
by several quotations of the New Testament, whose
verses are masterfully discussed by Emmanuel, which
approaches the Greater World in its true spiritual
sense, extracting the deep and immortal essence of
the Gospel of Christ.
Each of those translations to Spanish took 6
months. Emmanuel is a very wise Spirit. Thus, his
works must be translated with great reflection,
care and meditation, because his works contain
a huge deal of knowledge and experiences,
engraved erudition in every profound sentence
of his evangelical -doctrinal tillage. Therefore, we
addressed these not-yet-thoroughly -studied pearls
of Spiritism during one full year.

The valuable Collection Living Spring
Jesus wisely said, “I am the Way, the Truth and
the Life: no man cometh unto the Father but by me.”
(John 14:6.)
The Way, the Truth and the Life was published
in 1948 integrating later the beautiful Living Spring
Collection - Comments about the Gospel, which
comprise of the following titles - also published
by FEB –here cited in order of publication: Our
Daily Bread (1950), Vinha de Luz (1952) and Fonte
Viva (1956). They reflect the lucid evangelical
considerations of many passages of the Good News
of Christ (no less than 720 verses analyzed in that
collection) under the light of the Spiritist Doctrine
codified by Allan Kardec.
As another translational tribute of ours, we
elaborated an Anthroponimic Index (over a hundred
names in alphabetical order) and a historicalgeographical Record (cities, regions, countries etc,
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cited in The Way, The Truth and The Life, and Our
Daily Bread) at the end of the aforementioned
translations in order to facilitate the location of all
evangelical characters that appear in the Works, as
well as the profound teachings that each fills our
souls. And the teachings are actually many...
For many decades, the Brazilian periodical
Reformador (3) publishes an entire page dedicated to
the precious Living Spring Collection titled Defoliating
the Gospel by the Spirit Emmanuel. We always read
them with unction and great emotion. The comments
by Emmanuel reach levels of excellence. With his
unmistakable wisdom, Emmanuel leads us to a clear
understanding of the undying lessons of Jesus. The
medium Chico Xavier is also a participant of those
excellent works as highly tuned instrument who
allows the execution of the beautiful melody of the
spiritual message.
In the same style as the original Final Index of
FEB’s original of Fonte Viva, we follow in the end of
our Castilian versions, one indication, in alphabetical
order, of Biblical Books mentioned in CVV and PN,
and an index of chapters and verses in the New
Testament (NT), analyzed CVV and PN, registering by
increasing numerical order all the chapters and verses
of the NT studied by the Spirit Emmanuel, and next
to them put the numbers of the chapters and pages of
Way, Truth and Life and Our Bread, so that the reader
can easily find the evangelical references and the
various comments of the doctrine, with the already
recognized graphical quality of EDICEI - Publisher of
the International Spiritist Council.
The “grandchildren” of Chico Xavier
Finally, we recall a touching biographical passage
of our beloved Chico Xavier. In a certain occasion,
Chico talked to an acquaintance whom he had not
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seen for many years. The man unjustly scolded Chico
because Chico had been single, had no material
possessions, no children, and no grandchildren.
Chico was the same as the last time they they saw
each other decades before that encounter. Chico, in
his sensitivity, was a bit sad about the rough words
by his collocutor, who had bought apartments, lands,
cars, and was the father of several children and
grandfather of many grandchildren.
Hours later, Emmanuel approached Chico asking
the reason for his sadness. The medium exposed the
conversation with the person who he had not seen
since his youth. However, Emmanuel, in his wisdom,
invited Chico, to meditate that, in his elevated
commitment, he espoused the Spiritist Doctrine, and
whose his mediumistic books were his children and
the various translations of his works for the various
languagesof the Earth were his grandchildren...
With the translations mentioned above, we have
the high honor to offer our simple translational tribute
to the beautiful Life and Work of Chico Xavier, one
of the greatest apostles of Mediumship with Jesus
of all times.
References:
(1) XAVIER, Francisco C. Camino, Verdad y Vida. By el Espíritu Emmanuel.
Trad. Enrique Eliseo Baldovino, with prologue index and historical
-geographical record of CVV. 1. ed. Brasilia: EDICEI, 2010.
(2) ________. Pan Nuestro. By el Espíritu Emmanuel. Trad. Enrique E.
Baldovino, with prologue index and historical -geographical record of
PN. 1. ed. Brasilia: EDICEI, 2010.
(3) Reformados. Homenagem of a translator to Chico Xavier. By Enrique
Baldovino. Year 131, magazine No. 2211, June 2013. Pages 18(216)
to 20 (218) - FEB 2013.
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CHICO XAVIER

Chico
Xavier
renounces
donation
> Jornal Lavoura e Comércio

I

n a truly dignified gesture, the Spiritist
and medium Francisco Cândido Xavier
gave away a donation of Cr$ 22,000,000

(twenty-two million Cruzeiros, Brazilian money
in 1985) in favor of the praiseworthy institution
“Lar da Caridade”. By the away, the manager
of “Lar da Caridade” asked us to disclose the
following letter written by Chico Xavier:
Uberada, May 13th, 1985.
To Mr. Adão Antônio Silva
Travessa Satiro de Oliveira, 12
Apto nº 600 – Edifício Pedro Salomão
Uberada – Cidade – Minas
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Dear friend,
Respectful greetings.
We received your estimable notification through
our friend Mr. Weaker Batista, in which I became
aware that our benefactress, the honorable Mrs.
Maria Auxiliadora Franco Rodrigues, who lives in
the city of Nanuque, in our State [Minas Gerais],
has given me a donation in the amount of twentytwo million Cruzeiros* (Cr$ 22,000,000) in order
to support the modest assistance services under

and gives
it away to
charitable
organization!
my responsibility. Please allow me to transfer the
aforementioned donation to “Lar da Caridade”.
Let me introduce my representative Ms. Aparecida
Conceição Ferreira, a distinguish friend, who is
authorized by me to receive the referred donation
and invest it in your respectful charity work, which
serves approximately 350 children and 150 patients.
I ask for your kindness to inform our benefactress
Mrs. Maria Auxiliadora Franco Rodrigues, in
Nanuque, about the decision I made, to whom I
will write as well, with my respect and gratitude,
notifying her about this matter. We are sure that our
benefactress will approve my decision to give this
blessed money to “Lar da Caridade” (former Hospital
Penfigo), once I recognize in Mrs. Maria Auxiliadora
Franco Rodrigues the noble heart of the ladies of
Minas Gerais who dedicate themselves to the works
of charity in the name of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
I am very grateful for your attention, my dear
friend. I offer you my respect and esteem.
Always your thankful servant,
Francisco Cândido Xavier
> Source: This article was originally published in Brazil in the newspaper
Jornal Lavoura e Comércio on May 15, 1985.
*Nowadays, the mentioned sum is correspondent to approximately R$
7.274 BRL or $ 3.216 USD.
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SIXTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INNER ENLIGHTENMENT SPIRITIST SOCIETY
(IESS) IN THE USA
The IESS center celebrated their sixth anniversary in a special event on August 4 in Manhattan, NY. They had
a special session for Spiritist practitioners when Dr. Vanessa Anseloni gave a talk entitled Kardec’s Insights for
the Spiritist Practitioner, followed by the general public talk by the same speaker under the theme Health
Maintenance and Spiritism. More information on the event at the www.innerenlightenment.com. The talk
can be viewed at the Spiritist Network website www.spiritistnetwork.com.

PAST NEWS

DIVALDO FRANCO IN CANADA
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Members

of the ISC
INTERNATIONAL SPIRITIST COUNCIL
SGAN 909 Conj. F
70790-090 - Brasilia - DF - Brazil
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 3038 8400
www.spiritist.org
spiritist@spiritist.org
1 – ANGOLA
Sociedade Espírita Allan Kardec de Angola
Rua Amílcar Cabral, 29 - 4°. B
LUANDA - ANGOLA
Tel/Fax: 00 2 442 334 030
seakaangola@hotmail.com
www.seaka.org
2 – ARGENTINA
Confederación Espiritista Argentina
Sanchez de Bustamante 463
Buenos Aires
Tel. (54) 11 4 8626314
confespiarg@speedy.com.ar
www.spiritist.org/argetina
3 – AUSTRALIA
Franciscans Spiritist House
1 Lister Ave. – Rodkdale 2216 – Sydney – NSW
Gloria Collaroy (02) 9597 6585
info@joanadecusa.org.au
www.joanadecusa.org.au
4 – BELGIUM
Union Spirite Belge
43 Rue Maghin, B-4000 LIEGE
BELGIQUE (BÉLGICA)
Tel: 00 32 (04) 227-6076
www.spirites.be
e-mail: usb@skynet.be
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5 – BOLIVIA
Federación Espírita Boliviana
(FEBOL)
Calle Libertad 382
Santa Cruz de la Sierra
Tel. (591) 3337 6060
febol@entelnet.bo
www.febol.org
6 – BRAZIL
Federação Espírita Brasileira
Av. L2 Norte - Quadra 603 - Conj.F - Asa Norte
70830-030 – BRASILIA - DF - BRAZIL
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 321-1767
www.febnet.org.br
febnet@febnet.org.br
7 – CANADA
Canadian Spiritist Council
261 Gerrard St E
Toronto, ON - M5A 2G1
+1-456-532-7896
e-mail: csc-info@joannadeangelis.ca

8 – CHILE
Centro de Estudios Espíritas Buena Nueva
Calle Nelson, 1721 – Ñuñoa – Santiago.
SANTIAGO - CHILE
centroespirita_buenanueva@yahoo.com.ar
www.consejoespirita.com/chile
9 – COLOMBIA
Confederación Espírita Colombiana (CONFECOL)
Calle 73, 20B-08
Bogotá D.C.
Tel. (571) 2551417 , Fax (571) 21719565
confecol@confecol.org
www.confecol.org
10 – CUBA
Sociedade Amor y Caridad Universal
Ave 37 No. 3019 entre 30 y 34 bajos, Playa,
Ciudad Habana - CUBA
Tel: 209-6833
carmen.agramonte@infomed.sld.cu
www.josedeluz.com

11 – ECUADOR
Federeción Espirita del Ecuador
Direcion: Cdla. Huancavilca Mz. D-1 Villa 1
Casilla Postal: 09-01-11336
GUAYAQUIL – ECUADOR
Tel: (593-4)2434048
federacionespiritadelecuador@hotmail.com
comejecorp@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/ecuador
12 – EL SALVADOR
Federación Espírita de El Salvador
39 Calle Poniente No. 579 y 571, Barrio
Belén
SAN SALVADOR - EL SALVADOR
América Central
Tel: 00 (503) 502 2596
2235-4250 7763-8764,
2235-4250 7229-4886,
federacion@elsalvadorespirita.org
www.elsalvadorespirita.org
13 – FRANCE
Union Spirite Française et Francophone
1, Rue du Docteur Fournier
Boite Postalle 2707
37027 TOURS - FRANCE
Tel/Fax: 00 33 (0)2 4746-2790
www.union-spirite.fr
union.spirite@wanadoo.fr
14 – GERMANY
União Espírita Alemã
Hackstrasse 11
D-70190 Stuttgart-Ost
Alemanha – Germany
Tel: 0049.7122.82253
Uniao.Espirita.Alema-D.S.Vereinigung@web.de
www.spiritismus-dsv.org
15 – GUATEMALA
Cadena Heliosophica Guatemalteca
15 Av. 6-71, zona 12
01012 – Guatemala
Tel: (502) 2471 9935,
Cel. (502) 5704 1387
ebravo_1@hotmail.com
www.guatespirita.org
16 – THE NETHERLANDS
Nederlandse Raad voor het Spiritisme
Postadres: Klokketuin 15 1689 KN HOORN - HOLLAND
Tel: 00 31 (0)229 234527
www.nrsp.nl
info@nrsp.nl
17 – HONDURAS
Asociación Civil de Proyección Moral –
ACIPROMO
Zona de Tiloarque, Colonia El Contador,
Calle principal, lote 3 y 4
Apartado Postal # 3163
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS
Tel: 504-2379312 - 504-33800299
info@hondurasespirita.org
www.hondurasespirita.org

18 – ITALY
Unione Spiritica Italiana
Via dei Pescatori,43
23900 - Lecco - Italia
Tel: 00 39 (0) 341494127
www.spiritist.org/italia
unionespiriticaitaliana@yahoo.it
19 – JAPAN
Comunhão Espírita Cristã Francisco Candido Xavier
Chiba-Ken/Jehikawa-shi/Ainokawa 3-13-20/101
2720034 – JCHIKAWA-SHI
info@spiritism.jp
www.spiritism.jp
20 – MEXICO
Central Espírita Mexicana
Retorno Armando Leal 14
Unidad CTM Atzacoalco. Delegacion Gustavo A.
Madero
CIUDAD DE MEXICO, C.P. 07090
Tel: 00 52 5715-0660
E-mail: idominguezl@att.net.mx
www.spiritist.org/mexico

26 – PORTUGAL
Federação Espírita Portuguesa
Praceta do Casal de Cascais - Lote 4 R/C - A
Alto da Damaia
2720 – 090 - Amadora - PORTUGAL
Tel: 00 351 214 975 754
geral@feportuguesa.pt
feportugal@sapo.pt
www.feportuguesa.pt
27 – SPAIN
Federación Espírita Española
Calle Dr. Sirvent, 36 A
03160 Alhoradí – Alicante
Tel: (34) 626311881
info@espiritismo.cc
www.espiritismo.cc
28 – SWEDEN
Svenska Spiritistiska Förbundet
c/o Eliane Dahre, Norra Kringelvägen 12,
28136 Hässleholm – Sweden
Tel: 00 46 (451) 12916
spiritismen@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/sweden

21 – NEW ZEALAND
Allan Kardec Spiritist Group of New Zealand
153A Mt Smart Road
Onehunga – Auckland
New Zealand
Tel: 00 64 21 178 75 56
www.allankardec.org.nz
info@allankardec.org.nz

29 – SWTZERLAND
Union des Centres d’Études Spirites en Suisse
Postfach: 8404 - WINTERTHUR - SUIÇA
Tel.privé: ++ 41/ 055 210 1878
UCESS 00 41 52 232 2888
www.spiritismus.ch
ucess@spiritismus.ch

22 – NORWAY
Gruppen for Spiritistiske Studier Allan Kardec
Dronningens gt. 23
0154 Oslo – Noruega
Tel: 00 47 (22) 19 44 69
www.geeaknorge.com
post@geeaknorge.com

30 – UNITED KINGDOM
British Union of Spiritist Societies-BUSS
Room 9, Oxford House - Derbyshire Street
Bethnal Green - E2 6 HG
Tel. 02077293214
bussevents@gmail.com
www.buss.org.uk

23 – PANAMA
Fraternidad Espírita Dios, Amor y Caridad (FEDAC)
Calle V # 9 - Parque Lefevre
Panamá - República de Panamá
Apartado Postal 0834 - 01981
Panamá, República de Panamá
www.fedac.org.pa
fedac@fedac.org.pa - fedacpanama@hotmail.com

31 – UNITED STATES
United States Spiritist Council
9403 Verona Lakes Blvd
Boynton Beach, FL – 33472-2757
United States
Tel. 561-880-0016 / 954 592 4245
E-mail: info@spiritist.us
www.spiritist.us

24 – PARAGUAY
Centro de Filosofía Espiritista Paraguayo
Calle Amâncio González, 265
ASUNCIÓN – PARAGUAY
Tel/Fax: 00 595 21 90.0318
www.spiritist.org/paraguay
arami@rieder.net.py

32 – URUGUAY
Federación Espírita Uruguaya
Avenida General Flores 4689
Montevideo, Uruguay
Codigo postal: 12300
feuruguay@gmail.com
www.espiritismouruguay.com

25 – PERU
Federación Espírita del Perú FEPERU
Jr. Salaverry Nº 632 -1, Magdalena del Mar
LIMA-PERÚ
Tel: 00 (511) 263-3201 - (511) 440-1919
feperu_espirita@yahoo.com
www.spiritist.org/peru

33 – VENEZUELA
Asociación Civil «Socrates»
Carrera 23 entre Calle 8 y Av. Moran
Edificio: Roduar IV apto. 2-3
Barquisimeto – Estado Lara
Tel: 0251-2527423
centrosocrates@venezuelaespirita.org
www.venezuelaespirita.org
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